on email systems and that individual business executives will process
20,000 emails and store 5,000 documents over a period of 12 months. In
light of this, most all of us will benefit from developing practices which
support a rapid response to the information we need from email.
One such practice is to process
email in a consistent, systematic
manner. The inbox should be a place
where unread email resides until you

to approach email processing with a goal in mind:
FILE: Save email messages directly
into a documents folder as a text file
(txt) or in an outlook message format
which saves the file in the original
email format. Press F12 to open the
“save as” window and select the folder where you wish to store the document. In the “file name” box, consider
changing the file name to a more descriptive label and add the sender’s

email; do it! If the email
has an action attached,
such as a meeting or task, drag the
email from your inbox to your Outlook Calendar or Task folder. A new
appointment window or new task
window automatically opens which
imbeds the text from the email.
TOSS: After incoming email has
been downloaded, scan your email
and ruthlessly delete all unnecessary email including anything that

Applying best practices to email is
key to optimal efficiency, effective delegation, task management and followup. Take a few pro-active steps and develop email efficiencies today avoiding
a future of email overload.
Tracy Campbell, CEO of Simplicated, LLC, is a productivity consultant,
speaker, trainer and coach in the field
of email efficiency and information
management. Contact Tracy at www.
simplicated.com.

Why Coaching Works, the Science
by ANN GOLDEN EGLÉ, MCC of Golden
Visions Success Coaching

H

ave you wondered why you
meet a ‘coach’ nearly everywhere you go these days?
What is it about this profession that
attracts so many people, both as
practitioners and as clients?
Studies in neuroscience shed light
on this phenomenon—it’s all in the
way we think. Simply put for this article, we have two working functions
in our brain: ‘hardwire’, which connects existing patterns and ‘working
memory’, which analyzes new data.
In everyday life, it is easy for us to
stay with what we know, what is hardwired into our brain. The light is red,
so I stop. I don’t have to think about
it and am not motivated to act in any
other manner. Life is easy and, yet, we
are stagnant.
The ‘working memor y ’ moves
much more slowly and consumes
great energy, kind of like cutting
through ice versus skating on top
of it.

When a new connection is made lenges our ‘working memory’ to move
through ‘working memory’ however, beyond status quo and into the brave
it is extremely energizing.
new world of options and
Think of how great it feels
novel solutions.
to complete a challenging
Reflection.
In
reSudoku, or finally come up
flecting on various apwith a new plan of action afproaches, we stretch our
ter pondering it for weeks.
‘working memory’ and
David Rock explores
the energy begins to
these two functions of
flow. As a coach, I often
the brain with respect to
hear clients say, ‘I tried
the role of coaching in his
that once and it didn’t
new book, Quiet Leaderwork.’
This ‘hardwire’
ship. Rock looks at four
thinking is limiting. PerAnn Golden haps they tried to talk to
‘faces of insight’ to get us
from where we currently
the colleague at work.
Eglé
rest on our laurels, into acWhile reflecting upon
tion. Let’s go through an
other options, my client
exercise. We’ll use an unhealthy re- may choose to approach their collationship with a colleague at work league on the golf course, at their
as an example.
home or at dinner.
Awareness. We are aware of this unIllumination. Ah-ha! The options
productive relationship, yet stay with unveiled in the reflection phase has
what is familiar (hardwired) and do noth- illuminated a possible new approach.
ing to solve it. We go over the same sce- “That’s it; I am definitely going to apnarios again and again in our mind with proach him at dinner!” This is where
no resolve. Enter our coach, who chal- the energy rushes in. According to

Rock: “Even small illuminations pack an
energetic punch. The rush is being driven
by a new set of connections in our brain.
Having an insight is one of life’s most
pleasant moments.”
Motivation. Now that we have created a new approach, we can barely wait
to give it a try. We make the call, set
the plan in action. “When people are
in the motivation phase, their eyes are
racing ahead, ready to take action.”
Coaching works due to its very nature of constantly stretching clients to
think beyond what is hardwired into
their brain and, thus, produce different
results. If you find this concept intriguing, I challenge you to test yourself
over the coming weeks to see where
your thinking rests. Do you settle for
hardwire status quo or are you continually seeking out new approaches to
solving old dilemmas? If the latter is a
challenge for you, hire a coach.
Ann Golden Eglé, Master Certified
Coach and President of Golden Visions
Success Coaching can be reached at
541/385-8887 or www.GVSuccess.com

Local businesses for sale.
Want one?
See Page 38
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What Makes You Tick?

business consulting, leadership training, facilita-

by SONDRA HOLTZMAN CBN Feature Writer

I

n this issue we feature Master Cer-

ic business development and marketing consulttifiedstrategy,
Coachcustomer
Ann Golden Eglé,
arketing and communications
nship development, marketing
project
President
of manageGolden Visions Success
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Light Industrial
Executive coaching, workshops, conference breakout sessions,

Facilitates the emergence of organizational excellence through
leadership development, consulting, process facilitation, train-
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Coaching.
Q Tell us something about your company and your role in the company.
ome, office, space organization,
paper
flow, time
I had tough
business
decisions to make
ement, goal setting, systems & routines, producin ‘96 involving my move to Central Oregon.
Not being one to typically ask for
ss of lifestyle, includes
recreation/leisure/family/
help, this time I needed guidance, yet
found little available for someone of my
ic planning, innovation & product development,
professional caliber.
A trusted colleague suggested hiring
an ‘executive coach.’ I gave it a shot. My
ential, personal consulting to business executives
coach enabled
to see my options
g help to create a professional
workingme
wardrobe.
more objectively. My resulting decisions
came easily and
I was hooked.
Devoting
the
foltate market and survey
research,
economic
conAquatic Center
lowing year to
becoming certitional bartering service for businesses large and
fied as an execummunity will
tive coach myself,
ic
Public/Media
designed
to create visI opened
Golden
outh
of Jeffer- Relations
or your public announcements helping you get
Visions Success
facility offers a
Coaching in Janpool with play
that assist
uary, 1998.
We groups
orually
thecustomized
25-foot, experiences
coach high proe to become a
file leaders in business, corporate and entertainment throughout North America.
n-built Myrtha
Clients hire us to help them become
ue tile and the
better leaders, communicators, collabohat allows the
rators, visionaries. Many have pushed so
ffers unbelievhard to get where they are that they now
son, The Three
want to find peace while still achieving
high levels of success. We also produce
nation of cona bi-monthly Leadership Success e-zine
red steel and
with subscribers throughout the world. I
west ends of
am president and lead coach, with three
certified associate coaches working unnd of the buildder my umbrella.
desk, fireplace
mantel and
ontinued
In addition to standard coaching techniques, provides
trance on Page 41
nwork,
Page
12 behavioral kinesiology, & belief restructuring.
EMDR,

A

nn Egle

Continued from page 1

Q What is the growth potential for your
company and your industry in general?
An estimated 30,000 coaches practice
worldwide today. That number is growing
by the minute. I see no end in sight as clients
wishing to make more sense of their business endeavors and lives are getting results.
Q What has been your company’s greatest
challenge?
Time. Anyone who is passionate about
their profession witnesses this passion
quickly turning into many, many hours of
dedication. There is always one more research study to interpret, one more article to
write, one more fascinating client to coach
and one more non-profit to support.
Q Please share your thoughts on what CenWellscould
Fargo Wealth
Staff (L-R):
tral Oregon
do to Management
make the region
moreNancy Burton, Christopher Uldricks, Kevin Freihoefer, Christine Telenko, Andrea
Crump, John Swanson, Gina Lucero, Matt Lindley, Joe Mansﬁeld, Stephanie Greer, Tim Brines & Cory Brenner.
business friendly.
I’ve always found Central Oregon to be
supportive to my business and to those of
my clients. Organizations such as Opportunity Knocks, EDCO and the Chamber work
hard on our behalf. Additionally, Cascade
Business News keeps us well informed of
business issues.
Q What is the biggest highlight of your career?
While receiving my Master Certified Coach
certification in 2005 was spectacular, working with brilliant and talented leaders is a
daily highlight. These individuals entrust me
Q What advice would you give to other leaders
The coast. Any coast is my ultimate relaxwith their goals, challenges, vulnerabilities,
ation. Additionally, I am crazy in love with
fears and triumphs which is an extraordinary with regard to managing a growing company?
Hire smart. Be a visionary. Focus only my husband, four-legged family members
honor. We laugh, cry, explore wild and crazy
ideas and, somehow, it all works out to move upon what you want to create and not on and life on our 20 acre 'Stargazer' ranch. We
them forward. In short, going to work each what outside influenced dictate. This has enjoy a daily parade of wildlife and a nightly
worked for top leaders for centuries. Why spectacle of stars. When I tear myself away
day is my career highlight.
Q What was the worst thing that happened should 2008 be any different? Constantly from the ranch, I love to travel nationally and
ask yourself: “What is my company doing internationally to study the architecture, food
in your company and/or industry?
The worst thing happening at present is right? How can I expand upon that? How and culture. And I love to swim.
Q Tell us something about you few people know
with the influx of uneducated individuals can I inspire my leaders to stay at the top of
claiming to be ‘coaches,’ and confusing the their game?” Eliminate resources and activi- about – your favorite pastime, worst indulgence?
As hard as I’ve tried to make it so, I am
general public. Not everyone with ‘coach’ on ties that are not beneficial to your company
not your typical Central Oregon outdoor
a business card is credentialed to practice. to refine what is working.
Q What do you do to relax? How do you enthusiast. I would pick a ‘5’ star hotel
I advise anyone wishing to hire a coach to
spend your weekend, your vacations?
with fine dining and a spa over trekking
check credentials and track record.

by KURT BARKER of Karnopp Petersen LLP.

T

he attraction of being your own boss
has drawn increasing numbers of
workers from all kinds of professions
to step out into the workforce as independent
contractors.
For many businesses, hiring (or perhaps re-labeling) a worker as an independent contractor
would seem to promise many perks: no pay-

Is Your Independent Contractor Really an Employee?

1. Behavioral control. Part of what makes a
contractor “independent” is her ability to control when, where and how the
work gets done. You can specify
desired results, but not the methods used to get to them.
2. Financial control. How much
control does the company have
over a worker's pay, business ex-

torney for the peace of mind that comes with
knowing your workers are correctly classified.
There are a number of other resources available. For example,
state resources and classification
guidelines are available at www.
oregonindependentcontractors.
com. For clarification with respect to federal taxes, you can file

Ann Egle with dog Lizzie
through the woods and camping in the
snow any day. Rogue River whitewater
rafting is the exception.
Q In terms of volunteering, what is your
personal or company’s contribution to the
community?
I am a facilitator for Opportunity Knocks;
Member, EDCO & OEN; Member & Speaker—
City Club, Bend Chamber of Commerce; Speaker for several organizations, including Leadership Bend, COCC and St. Charles; Past President;
Bend Highnooners Toastmaster Club and support many local nonprofit organizations.
Information: 541/385-8887

misclassify their employees as independent
contractors – and worker misclassification lawsuits have tripped up employers as sophisticated as Microsoft, costing companies millions
of dollars. If you do make the decision to hire
an independent contractor, make sure they’re
correctly classified. Get a written agreement
and, if appropriate, make certain the contractor is insured to reduce your potential risks.

